




Target-oriented walking (approx. 120km)

                       Control

 In order to realize a thought plan,
                          I have to control             myself,
         things
         or
         situations
                around me  to come close to my ideas. 

                                 The unexpected will always influence the plan.

     Often
          I’m constrained to change a plan quickly
                                         in order to stay with my intention.

On other occasions I put the intention aside
           and
                                                          follow a new experience.     
                             Everything I do has an experimental character

              as I’m not able to have absolute control
         over my body
         and
         my environment.

                    It’s always an attempt to come close to an ideal. 

    Plan,  realization and product underlie independent processes. 

                    Control can be seen as a medium
                                                                    to connect
     those
        different realities.

            

Andreas Sell



After an attempt at remaining motionless in 
one position, Sell arrived at the fundamental 
conclusion that motionlessness is impossible. 

THREE YEARS
FOUR PHASES

STORIES OF A THOUGHT PROCESS



Employment agency venture; supported by the start-up scheme of Berlin Mitte’s 
Job Center.

Sell founded an employment agency. The services performed during the employment 
agency were not directly related to each other. In the beginning the necessity of many 
services seemed questionable to him.

A six-part coffee set.



Objects of Sell’s property, which he used in the course of a day.

In order to review the necessity and basis for various tasks, he began to 
document his commodities.





After changing his living space on the criteria of 
minimal material use, he quit his flat and began to 
live in urban space in Berlin. As sleeping place he 
used a car.

View of the empty flat in the center of Berlin.

He crashed the car, built a structure, that was powered 
by the car, brought this structure out of order through a 
drill, fixed it and continued sleeping in it.



Long time exposure: Sahara /South Morocco.

Five months later he left Berlin in order to live in the 
desert without having any proposition.



Drawing of the path taken in the desert.

WORDS
DEEDS

STORIES OF A THOUGHT PROCESS



6382 sets of personal data (gender, date of birth, 
education, job and hobbies) were collected from 
people on the streets of Beijing.

A person stood for 15 minutes on a street corner 
(29th Street and 7th Avenue, Manhattan, NYC), 
while looking in one direction, verbalizing what 
they saw continuously.





Built-on shelf, 
Libertastr. 9, Berlin.

30 days to rehearse, no previous musical knowledge, 11 melodies. 
The Huqin-Player was sent from Beijing to Berlin to present what 
she had studied.



Cease and desist; formulated by a lawyer regarding 
an infringement of copyright.



Standstill - God creates new life from nothingness 
(worship theme, church community Gauerstadt/Bavaria, filmstill).

The priest wrote this sermon in reference to Sell`s motionless body.



Contract over the plastination 
of Sell’s corpse.



He focused on a point in 
the horizon and walked 
towards it.

Two people stood simultaneously at exactly opposite 
points of the world.

Each system user is equipped with a mini video camera and a monitor. Because of 
the impossibility to keep the head completely still, both view an shaky image. In this 
experimental set-up the video camera serves as movement sensor. That way both 
users are in a visual-moved communication.

This device is made to observe an object, 
which is perceived in combination with the 
movement of someone else`s head.

Sell set himself in a slide projection of a selfportrait of 
his. Because of his minimal body movement, the image 
changed continuously.  






